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PROGRAM COMPLETION DATE
NAME

24-May-2020

Email

Charles Skeete

charles.skeete@gmail.com

PROGRAM TITLE: Engaging Clients in Recovery Through Mental Health Empowerment
Please indicate your level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction:
Poor

Average Good

Excellent Superb

Knowledge and skills of presenter
Relevance to my work
Applicability to clients
Met stated objectives?
Format of the course was clear
Course materials organized and easy to use
CE credits reflect time and effort?
How much time did you spend?
Will taking this course again benefit you?

Time spent doing course (just a measure of its demands on you)

Definitely

Maybe

No

What did you enjoy most about the program?
The powerpoint,video demonstrations--particularly the drawing of how the hidden self is cut off from the world. And the
construct of the creativity, understanding and fulfillment being an inside job, made a lot of sense. Because the truth is,
the world is always in chaos.

What can we do to improve the program?
The course material is excellent. What might be helpful would be on the technical end, where perhaps the program can
keep the place where the student last stopped in memory, so that once one logs on it would return to the exact page the
keep moving forward. Perhaps a little more of the course could be devoted to working with addicted clients. Yet this
approach has move to do with working with the self so the client naturally moves away from addiction.

What did you find least useful or relevant?
All information could be used to build on.
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